Fiction

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, c1979  
Douglas Adams / SF Ada, Teen Ada

First Frost, c2015  
Allen, Sarah Addison / AF Allen

Garden Spells, c2007  
Allen, Sarah Addison / AF Allen

Americanah, c2013  
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie / AF Adichie

Last Breath, c2014  
Kimberly Belle / AF Belle

City of Thieves, c2008  
David Benioff / AF Benioff

The Second Sister, c2015  
Marie Bostwick / AF Bostwick

The Aeronaut’s Windlass, c2015  
Jim Butcher / SF/FAN Butcher (Cinder Spires Series)

 Pretending to Dance, c2015  
Diane Chamberlain / AF Cham

The Forgotten Room, c2015  
Lincoln Child / MYS Child

The Fold, c2015  
Peter Clines / SF/FAN Clines

The Last Midwife, c2015  
Sandra Dallas / AF Dallas

All the Light We Cannot See, c2014  
Anthony Doerr / AF Doerr

The Walk Series  
Richard Paul Evans / AF Evans

The Eyre Affair, c2001  
Jasper Fforde / AF Fforde

Shades of Grey: the road to High Saffron, c2009  
Jasper Fforde / AF Fforde

Making History, c1996  
Stephen Fry / AF Fry

Bad Feminist, c2014  
Roxane Gay / AF Gay

Inside the O’ Briens, c2015  
Lisa Genova / AF Genova

Rogue Lawyer, c2015  
John Grisham / AF Grisham

The Nightingale, c2015  
Kristin Hannah / AF Hannah

The Pearl that Broke its Shell, c2014  
Nadia Hashimi / AF Hashimi

The Bone Tree, c2015  
Greg Iles / MYS Iles

Come Rain or Come Shine, c2015  
Jan Karon / AF Karon  
(Part of the Mitford Series)

Finders Keepers, c2015  
Stephen King / AF King

Go Set a Watchman, c2015  
Harper Lee / AF Lee

A Life Intercepted, c2014  
Charles Martin / AF Martin

Reconstructing Amelia, c2013  
Kimberly McCreight / AF McC

Here, c2014  
Richard McGuire /GRAPHIC McG

What Alice Forgot, c2011  
Liane Moriarty / AF Moriarty

After You, c2015  
Jojo Moyes / AF Moyes

Uprooted, c2015  
Naomi Novic / FAN Novic

The Things They Carried, c1990  
Tim O’Brien / AF O’Brien

Dept. of Speculation, c2014  
Jenny Offill / AF Offill

The Children’s Crusade, c2015  
Ann Packer / AF Packer

The Lost Island / c2014  
Douglas Preston / AF Preston (Gideon Crew Series)

A Voice in the Wind  
An Echo in the Darkness  
As Sure as the Dawn  
Francine Rivers / AF Rivers  
(Mark of the Lion Series)

Landline, c2014  
Rainbow Rowell / AF Rowell

The Light Between Oceans, c2012  
M.L. Stedman / AF Stedman

Olive Kitteridge, c2008  
Elizabeth Strout / AF Strout

Saga, c2015  
Brian Vaughan / GRAPHIC Vaughan

In a Dark Dark Wood, c2015  
Ruth Ware / MYS Ware

The Paying Guests, c2014  
Sarah Waters / AF Waters

The Martian, c2015  
Andy Weir / SF Weir
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The Forgotten Room, c2016  
Karen White / AF White

Sea Keeper’s Daughters, c2015  
Lisa Wingate / AF Wingate

Nonfiction  
So You’ve Been Publicly Shamed  
c2015  
Jon Ronson / 152.44 Ron

What the Mystics Know: seven pathways to your deeper self,  
c2015  
Richard Rohr / 204.22 Roh

Between the World and Me,  
c2015  
Ta-Nehisi Coates / 305.800973 Coa

One of Us: the story of Anders Breivik and the massacre in Norway,  
c2015  
Asne Seierstad / 306.625 Sei

Financial Peace, c1997  
Dave Ramsey / 332.024 Ram

Stories from the Shadows: reflections of a street doctor,  
c2015  
James J. O’Connell / 362.50 Oco

Less Medicine, More Health: 7 assumptions that drive too much medical care,  
c2015  
Dr. H. Gilbert Welch / 362.1 Wel

Being Mortal, c2014  
Atul Gawande / 362.175 Gaw

Orange is the New Black: my year in a woman’s prison,  
c2011  
Piper Kerman / 365.43 Ker

We are Market Basket: the story of the unlikely grassroots movement that saved a beloved business,  
c2015  
Daniel Korchun and Grant Welker / 381.45641 Kor

The Laws of Medicine: field notes from an uncertain science,  
c2015  
Siddhartha Mukherjee / 610.1 Muk

Beautiful Eyes: a father transformed, c2014  
Paul Austin / 616.858842 Aus

Citizen: an American Lyric , c2015  
Claudia Rankine / 811.54 Ran

The Fellowship: the literary lives of the inklings  
Philip Zaleski / 823.912 Zal

The Theft of Memory: losing my father one day at a time,  
c2015  
Jonathan Kozol / 920 Kozol

Bluebeard: brave warrior, brutal psychopath,  
c2014  
Valerie Ogden / 920 Rai

Dead Wake: the last crossing of the Lusitania  
c2015  
Erik Larson / 940.4514 Lar

Detroit: An American Autopsy,  
c2013  
Charlie LeDuff / 977.434 Led

Teen  
Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda, c2015  
Becky Albertalli / Teen Albert

Down From the Mountain, c2015  
Elizabeth Fixmer / Teen Fixmer

Enchanted / c2012  
Althea Kontis / Teen Kontis

A Monster Calls, c2011  
Patrick Ness / Teen Ness

Eleanor and Park, c2013  
Rainbow Rowell / Teen Rowell

Children  
The Night Gardener, c2014  
Jonathan Auxier / JF Auxier

The War that Saved My Life, c2015  
Kimberly Bradley / JF Bradley

The Last Stop on Market Street,  
c2015  
Matt delaPena / PIC delaPena

Everyone Loves Bacon, c2015  
Kelly DiPucchio / PIC DiPucchio

Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library, c2013  
Chris Grabbenstein / JF Grabb

A Handful of Stars, c2015  
Cynthia Lord / JF Lord

The Adventures of Beekle: the unimaginary friend,  
c2014  
Dan Santat / PIC Santat

The Riverman, c2014  
Aaron Starmer / JF Starmer